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the ARTICLE (for teachers)            
 

Whose Phone is Ringing? 
Cellphones have become an essential item for most people. The phone lets you remain connected to friends 
and family, check e-mail and the Internet, and listen to music or watch TV just about anywhere. The invention 
has simplified our lives in many ways. But it has also made our lives more complicated, too. Some experts 
wonder if we are too dependent on our phones. 
 
A recent phenomenon connected with cellphones is a feeling of anxiety. Here's an example: You stand in a 
crowded place, hear someone's phone ring, and reach for yours, too. Experts and the media are calling this 
"ringxiety." Some people think they hear the phone while in the shower, or shaving. Others often check their 
phones while watching TV, or walking down the street. 
 
A doctoral student named David Laramie came up with the word. He's also a sufferer of ringxiety. He swears 
that TV advertisements, songs on the radio, even running water can trigger his ringxiety. Many other people 
have reported similar experiences, either imagining the ringing sound, or feeling their phone vibrating. 
 
A look at Internet discussion boards will uncover debates on the same topic. Most visitors to the discussion 
boards point out that ringxiety is a result of the modern world. There are a few people, though, who see it as 
mind control via TV and radio broadcasts. 
 
Although ringxiety is not an officially recognized illness, there is some truth behind the idea. Scientists explain 
that the human ear is very sensitive to frequencies between 1,000 and 6,000 hertz. The tones of cellphones fall 
within this range. Unfortunately, many other sounds do, too. As a result, phantom rings are common. 
 

Teacher's Notes: 

 
* Underlined words in red typeface are the recommended vocabulary for this lesson.
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WARM-UPS                

Select one or all of the following warm-up activities. 
 
1: Define: What does "ringxiety" mean? Can you use it in a sentence? Can you give examples? 
 
2: Brainstorm: Brainstorm with a partner(s) words and ideas associated with "cellphones" for 2 minutes. Spend 
another 5 minutes or less discussing the words and ideas together. 
 
3: Title: Speculate and/or discuss the contents of today's article from its title: "Whose Phone is Ringing?" 
 
4: Speculate: Write in the missing words for today's article title: "Whose Phone (                         ) 
(                         )."  Why did you choose these words for the blanks? 
 
5: Do you agree or disagree? Why? 

a. Cellphones are a nuisance. 
b. Everyone in the world needs a cellphone. 
c. I use my phone for e-mails, Internet surfing, and calls for at least three hours a day. 
d. The cellphone is the greatest invention in the last past twenty years. 
e. I often think I hear my phone ring, even when no one is calling me. 
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VOCABULARY                
Select one of the following vocabulary acquisition activities. 
 
1: Vocabulary match: Individually or in pairs/groups, match the words in column A (from the article) with the 
best choice in column B. 

a. essential q. make easy 
b. remain r. victim 
c. simplify s. cause 
d. anxiety t. stay 
e. sufferer u. through 
f. swear v. show 
g. trigger w. worry 
h. uncover x. false 
i. via y. necessary 
j. phantom z. declare 

 
2:  Fill in the Blanks: Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

remain sufferer phantom trigger via 
swears uncover essential anxiety simplified 
a. Cellphones have become an (             ) item for most people. 
b. The phone lets you (             ) connected to friends and family. 
c. The invention has (             ) our lives in many ways. 
d. A recent phenomenon connected with cellphones is a feeling of (             ). 
e. David Laramie is a (             ) of ringxiety. 
f. He (             ) that TV advertisements, songs on the radio, even running water affect him. 
g. These can (             ) his ringxiety. 
h. A look at Internet discussion boards will (             ) debates on the same topic. 
i. There are a few people, though, who see it as mind control (             ) TV and radio broadcasts.  
j. The tones of cellphones fall between 1,000 and 6,000 hertz, so (             ) rings are common. 

 
3: Define: Define each word, correctly pronounce it, explain the meaning and/or usage, and offer an example 
sentence to the class. 

a. essential c. simplify e. sufferer g. trigger i. via 
b. remain d. anxiety f. swear h. uncover j. phantom 
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WORD RECOGNITION              
1: Word Search: Find the target words (in bold). Time yourself, and see how many words you can find in three 
minutes. In five minutes. In ten minutes. 

remain sufferer phantom trigger via 
swears uncover essential anxiety simplified 

 
C R G E R F I Y E O D S R C O 
O E Y M B G M S J Z Y I E G Q 
T M C P N R S R D J Y M G Y Q 
J A N X I E T Y W N S P G U T 
R I G K N I T T C E Z L I A Q 
M N S T V N E R Z L S I R V S 
Q O I R E R E F F U S F T N N 
J A T M A V L M A T J I M Q P 
L X E N O E S P V N A E L H T 
Q B O C A U W X P U X D K G G 
F O N P R H P S N S D E C I C 
B U E F G F P L E Q A V I R I 
K S E M O T N A F I M X K T X 
S R A Y X G B D V H F E A H Y 
R R X W M T L E C N S A Z B Q 

 
 
2: Target Word Pool: Find the target words (in bold) with their exact match. Time yourself, and see how many 
words you can find in three minutes. In five minutes. In ten minutes. 

remain sufferer phantom trigger via 
swears uncover essential anxiety simplified 

 
 

 
 
 

remain 

remains 

remaining 

remainder 

remind 

swears 
swear 

swerve 

swore 

swearing 

sufferer 

suffer 

suffragette 

sufferance 

suffering 

uncover 

cover 
discover 

uncovering 
uncovered 

phantom 

phantoms 

phantasm 

pharmacist 
phantomist 

essential 

essentially 
unessential 

essence 

essentialness 

trigger 

trig 

trick 

triggerless 

triggerman 

anxiety 

anxieties 

anxious 

anxiously 

anyways 
via 

vis-a-vis 
viable 

vie 

vies 
simplified 

simplify 

simplifying 

simple 

simplified 
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pre- or post-COMPREHENSION          
1: Word Association: Brainstorm words associated with today's topic for two minutes. Present to the class. 
 
2: Brainstorm Questions: Brainstorm questions that you would like to ask about today's topic. Answer the 
questions without looking at the article. 
 
3: True or False?: Guess (before the article) or answer (after the article) whether the sentence is true or false. 
If false, correct the sentence. 

a. According to the article, cellphones have become essential to most people. T / F 
b. The media came up with the word "ringxiety." T / F 
c. Many people suffer from ringxiety. T / F 
d. Ringxiety is a form of mind control. T / F 
e. Ringxiety is a recognized illness. T / F 

 
4: Questions: Answer the questions to check comprehension. 

a. According to the article, why are cellphones essential to everyday life? 
b. Who came up with the word "ringxiety?" 
c. How does the article explain that you might suffer from ringxiety, too? 
d. What do some people say about ringxiety and advertising? 
e. What is the connection between babies crying and ringxiety? 

 
5: Vocabulary: In pairs/groups, remember how the words were used in today's article. 

a. essential c. simplified e. sufferer g. trigger i. via 
b. remain d. anxiety f. swears h. uncover j. phantom 

 
6: Fragments: Remember how the fragments were used, and complete the sentence from today's article. 

a. The phone lets you remain connected to friends and... 
b. A doctoral student... 
c. Many other people have reported... 
d. There are a few people, though, who see it as... 
e. Scientists explain that the human ear... 
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post-COMPREHENSION             
1: Vocabulary: Circle any additional unknown words/phrases in the article. In pairs/groups, use your 
dictionaries to understand the meanings. Present to the class. 
 
2: Class Questions: Read through the article once more, and write down any questions that you would like to 
discuss in pairs/groups or as a class. Discuss. 
 
3: Summarize: Work with a partner to summarize the article in your own words. 
 
4: Discuss (part I): Talk about the following questions in pairs/groups. Remember to support your answers! 

a. Did you like this article? 
b. What was your general impression after reading this article? 
c. Have you ever suffered from ringxiety? If yes, how often does it happen? 
d. Why do you think people suffer from ringxiety? 
e. Do you agree or disagree? Ringxiety is a form of mind control. Why do you think so? 
f. Do you agree or disagree? Cellphones are a nuisance, and should be gotten rid of. Why? 
g. How have cell phones changed society? Why do you think so? 
h. What other inventions in the last twenty years have changed society? Why do you think so? 
i. Will ringxiety eventually become a real medical problem? Why/not? 
j. What other inventions are dangerous, or have caused health problems? Please explain. 

 
5: Discuss (part II): More and more people own cellphones. For governments to protect their citizens, they 
must pass health and safety laws. Discuss the following problems, then make laws and penalties for each one. 

PROBLEM MAKE THE LAW MAKE THE PENALTY 
cellphone companies 
produce a product that 
causes ringxiety 

  

people talk on the phone 
while driving 

  

people talk on the phone 
while in an enclosed public 
space 

  

??? 
  

 
6: Google Search: Type "ringxiety" into Google news and read additional articles on this topic. Discuss or write 
an essay about your findings.
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STUDENT HANDOUT (the article)       
 

Whose Phone is Ringing? 
Cellphones have become an essential item for most people. The phone lets you remain connected to friends 
and family, check e-mail and the Internet, and listen to music or watch TV just about anywhere. The invention 
has simplified our lives in many ways. But it has also made our lives more complicated, too. Some experts 
wonder if we are too dependent on our phones. 
 
A recent phenomenon connected with cellphones is a feeling of anxiety. Here's an example: You stand in a 
crowded place, hear someone's phone ring, and reach for yours, too. Experts and the media are calling this 
"ringxiety." Some people think they hear the phone while in the shower, or shaving. Others often check their 
phones while watching TV, or walking down the street. 
 
A doctoral student named David Laramie came up with the word. He's also a sufferer of ringxiety. He swears 
that TV advertisements, songs on the radio, even running water can trigger his ringxiety. Many other people 
have reported similar experiences, either imagining the ringing sound, or feeling their phone vibrating. 
 
A look at Internet discussion boards will uncover debates on the same topic. Most visitors to the discussion 
boards point out that ringxiety is a result of the modern world. There are a few people, though, who see it as 
mind control via TV and radio broadcasts. 
 
Although ringxiety is not an officially recognized illness, there is some truth behind the idea. Scientists explain 
that the human ear is very sensitive to frequencies between 1,000 and 6,000 hertz. The tones of cellphones fall 
within this range. Unfortunately, many other sounds do, too. As a result, phantom rings are common. 
 

Notes: 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (fill in the blank)          
Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

uncover via dependent swears with 
anxiety who feeling remain phantom 
essential doctoral simplified trigger sufferer 
Whose Phone is Ringing? 
Cellphones have become an (a. _______________) item for most people. The phone lets you 
(b. _______________) connected to friends and family, check e-mail and the Internet, and listen to music 
or watch TV just about anywhere. The invention has (c. _______________) our lives in many ways. But it 
has also made our lives more complicated, too. Some experts wonder if we are too (d. _______________) 
on our phones. 
 
A recent phenomenon connected (e. _______________) cellphones is a feeling of (f. _______________). 
Here's an example: You stand in a crowded place, hear someone's phone ring, and reach for yours, too. 
Experts and the media are calling this "ringxiety." Some people think they hear the phone while in the 
shower, or shaving. Others often check their phones while watching TV, or walking down the street. 
 
A (g. _______________) student named David Laramie came up with the word. He's also a 
(h. _______________) of ringxiety. He (i. _______________) that TV advertisements, songs on the radio, 
even running water can (j. _______________) his ringxiety. Many other people have reported similar 
experiences, either imagining the ringing sound, or (k. _______________) their phone vibrating. 
 
A look at Internet discussion boards will (l. _______________) debates on the same topic. Most visitors to 
the discussion boards point out that ringxiety is a result of the modern world. There are a few people, 
though, (m. _______________) see it as mind control (n. _______________) TV and radio broadcasts. 
 
Although ringxiety is not an officially recognized illness, there is some truth behind the idea. Scientists 
explain that the human ear is very sensitive to frequencies between 1,000 and 6,000 hertz. The tones of 
cellphones fall within this range. Unfortunately, many other sounds do, too. As a result, 
(o. _______________) rings are common.  
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STUDENT HANDOUT (extended listening)          
Listen and fill in the missing sentences. Compare your answers with a partner, and 

then listen once more. 
 

Whose Phone is Ringing? 
Cellphones have become an essential item for most people. The phone lets you remain connected to friends 
and family, check e-mail and the Internet, and listen to music or watch TV just about anywhere. The invention 
has simplified our lives in many ways. But it has also made our lives more complicated, too. Some experts 
wonder a) ________________________________________________. 
 
b) __________________________________________________ a feeling of anxiety. Here's an example: You 
stand in a crowded place, hear someone's phone ring, and reach for yours, too. Experts and the media are 
calling this "ringxiety." Some people think they hear the phone while in the shower, or shaving. Others often 
check their phones while watching TV, or walking down the street. 
 
A doctoral student named David Laramie came up with the word. He's also a sufferer of ringxiety. He swears 
that TV advertisements, songs on the radio, even running water can trigger his ringxiety. c) ________________, 
__________________________________, either imagining the ringing sound, or feeling their phone vibrating. 
 
A look at Internet discussion boards will uncover debates on the same topic. d) __________________________  
_________________________ that ringxiety is a result of the modern world. There are a few people, though, 
who see it as mind control via TV and radio broadcasts. 
 
e) __________________________________________________, there is some truth behind the idea. 
Scientists explain that the human ear is very sensitive to frequencies between 1,000 and 6,000 hertz. The tones 
of cellphones fall within this range. Unfortunately, many other sounds do, too. As a result, phantom rings are 
common. 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (notes)             
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ANSWER KEY                
 
Vocabulary 
1. Vocabulary Match: 2. Fill in the Blanks: 

a. essential f. swears 

b. remain g. trigger 

c. simplified h. uncover 

d. anxiety i. via 

e. sufferer j. phantom 
 

pre- or post-Comprehension 
1. True or False: 2. Fragments: 

 
 
Student Handout  
1. Fill in the Blanks 

a. essential i. swears 

b. remain j. trigger 

c. simplified k. feeling 

d. dependent l. uncover 

e. with m. who 

f. anxiety n. via 
g. doctoral o. phantom 
h. sufferer   

 
2. Extended Listening 

a. if we are too dependent on our phones 

b. A recent phenomenon connected with cellphones is 

c. Many other people have reported similar experiences 

d. Most visitors to the discussion boards point out 

e. Although ringxiety is not an officially recognized illness 

 

a. y f. z 

b. t g. s 

c. q h. v 

d. w i. u 

e. r j. x 

a. T 

b. F 

c. T 

d. F 

e. F 

a. family, check e-mail and the Internet, and listen to music or watch TV just about 
anywhere. 

b. named David Laramie came up with the word. 

c. similar experiences, either imagining the ringing sound, or feeling their phone vibrating. 

d. mind control via TV and radio broadcasts. 

e. is very sensitive to frequencies between 1,000 and 6,000 hertz. 
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